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[HN13 is also employed in a similar sensitive area of Special Branch wor
passed- the recent competitive (nomination and we,are therefore now faced
ii
• with a similar dilemma to that appertaining

to[644.041,

'It..was thought vithen the:original Toques. for defermat.441H N 3001 Was Made,
that, fa;iven time, the offifiter-donld be Assimilated back into the normal
police MIS and thus enter the Interchange Schemel .- At was also oonsidere_
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Special Branch. I should mention that PCIHN1311s currently
being considered as a possible eanttidate for the Special Course
If he werewatiecessful, and beawriwihis own future in mind,
would not see his present duties 4s an impediment to his
attending the College and he wou14 of course, return to Special
Branch duties at least for one yttitivt.t the conclusion or the
coursei:
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Special Branch

15 March 1977

NEMORMIDUM

Commander 'Ada& (thro, Commander

s

1 161
II

HN13 was a successful competitor jin the PC to PS examination in
1977 (vide PO 5 of
the normal procedure under PO 8
(a) (iii) were to be applied'HNI3 woad, in due course, attend
pre-promotion courses and then-6i .-transfer to the Uniform Boort&
for 12 months.
2.
As you knowundercover officersjare employed on the Special
Demonstration Squad and, for reasons of security, it would be ,
standard practice upon their leaving the Squad to afford them a
considerable period of rehabilitation, probably through a three_
year port posting, during which time memories amongst the ultraleft would, hopefully, fade. Following this, care would be taken
over their duties to preclude any avoidable contact with those who
might have known them in their -alter ego. Whilst an individual
, officer's facial appearance and dress Change upon his return to
normal duties, nettling can be done about his voice or personal
- mannerisms,

'The advent of interchange between the various branches of the Force raises the problem of what might occur should,a one-time
member of the Squad be recognised in police uniform by one of his
colleagues from the left. The security - of the intividual
erstwhile'
is of -prime importance, not only, for his sake but also for the
protection of the SDS operation as a whole. Should an officer be
transferred into uniform, consideration could be given to placing
upon his Divisional Commander a requirement not to use him in
circumstances whereby he would be likely to come up against elements
of the ultra-left, e.g control of demonstrations, duty at charge
centres, searches of premises occupied by squatters, etc. BOwever„
this would complicate the Commander's use of manpower e.mnd would
not, in any case, cover the Multitude of situations in Which a
Sergeant might deal with revolutionaries in a police station.
Furthermore, any requirement for cover would necessitate .the briefing of A, number of subordinate supervising officers which Would
be contrary
to the existing rule that knowledge of the SDS operation
, be confined to a mere handful of officers beyond the bounds of Special Branch. In any case, the effect of -such restrictions on
the .officer concerned could only damage his morale, in the sense that
he would be in the unenviable position of being unable to take a
full part in the duties which would normally fall to one of his rank.
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view that the interests of both the service and
the officers would best be served by dealing with these cases
under the 'exceptional retention' clause provided by 100 8(h) of
25.11.75. The special talents and expertise of such men in the
field of public order, could thus be retained for the use of
Special Branch (and through SB, 'A' Department) -whilst at the
same time maintaining around the SDS operation the degree of
security which Commissioners have pledged repeatedly to the
Secretary of State.

4

lIt, is my

• HN13
and
lished
a
es
is now we
who joined the Squad in Apri
of
period
is about to enter what should be the most valuable
his service in the unit.

a
A/Superintendent
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